To examine the capability of rolling resistance to model the effects of particle shape, two sets of samples, composed of binary clumped particles and circular particles with rolling resistance, are tested in DEM simulation. The coefficient of rolling friction is estimated based on the energy dissipation. The effects of rolling resistance and particle shape on the shear strength, deformation behavior and non-coaxiality are compared. The numerical results show that rolling resistance reproduces well the effect of particle shape on the peak strength. However, other macro-properties, such as residual strength, elasticity modulus, poisson's ratio, dilatancy and non-coaxiality, introduced by rolling resistance both exist certain differences compared with the effect of particle shape. The discrepancies is thought to be due to the increasing compressibility of samples as the particle shape becomes more elongated, which cannot be reproduced by increasing rolling friction.
Introduction
The discrete element method (DEM) has been a valuable tool in the study of mechanical behavior of granular materials. Most DEM studies simulate granular systems as assemblies of 2D disks or 3D spheres. However, real granular materials are almost composed of particles of complicated shapes. And it has been shown that the nonspherical shape of particles has significant effects on shear strength, deformation behavior and microstructural properties of granular systems [1] .
One of the major challenges for DEM is to simulate non-spherical particles in an efficient manner. When modeling complicated particle shapes in DEM, it brings more complex geometric algorithm, contact judgment and contact model. All these cause sharply rising in computational cost. Shape is thus an expensive thing to model in DEM. Consequently, rolling resistance is typically used in DEM as a simple way of modeling the effects of irregular particle shape.
In the conventional discrete element formulation, the interactions between two particles consist only of contact forces in the normal and tangential directions. Particles are assumed to rotate freely and offer no resistance to rotation. The technique (using rolling friction to simulate shape) incorporates a rotational frictional torque to inhibit particle rotation. The torques acting on the two particles in contact are usually applied as a couple of action and reaction. The magnitude and direction of this torque depend on the relative rotation between the particles in contact. In reality, the torque produced by particle shape is an eccentric torque caused by the normal contact force, as shown in Figure 1 [2] . The magnitude and direction of this eccentric torque are not relative to the torque acting on the adjacent particle in the contact.
As above, the rolling frictional torque and the real eccentric torque have different action mechanisms on the microscopic level. The question then is what effects of particle shape on macroscopic mechanical behaviors can be captured by using rolling resistance. This question is the primary concern of this paper. In this study, two sets of samples, composed of binary clumped particles and composed of circular particles with rolling resistance, are tested in DEM simulation. The capability of rolling resistance to model the effects of particle shape is examined by comparing the effects of rolling resistance and particle shape on the shear strength, deformation behavior and non-coaxiality of granular materials. 
Rolling resistance model
Many researchers have suggested various contact models incorporating rolling resistance [3] [4] [5] . The model used in this study was initially developed by Iwashita and Oda [3] and was identified to be superior in terms of its behavior for static materials [4] . The rolling resistance torque applied to contact is defined in an incremental way by the following 
Where M r,t is the rolling resistance torque at time t , ¨t is the time increment, Ȧ rel is the relative angular velocity of the particles in contact, F n is the normal contact force at the contact, R r =R i R j /(R i +R j ) is the common radius, R i , R j is the radius of the two particles in contact respectively, k r is the rolling stiffness and k r |k s R r 2 according to the suggestion of Iwashita and Oda [3] , P r is the coefficient of rolling friction. This rolling resistance model defines that the rolling resistance torque is not exceeding the maximum value M r,max =P r R r _F n _.
DEM simulation method
Two sets of DEM simulations are carried out using the DEM software PFC2D. In the first set of simulations, the samples compose of binary clumped particles. The clumped particles consist of two overlapping circular particles of the same radius. And varying relative spacing, G, is used to characterize different particle shapes, where G is the value of the spacing between the centers of the constitutive particles normalized by the radius of the constitutive particles. In the second set, circular particles with rolling resistance are used to simulate the effect of particle shape. Different equivalent rolling frictions, P r , are estimated corresponding to the different clump shapes.
Rolling friction and shape
The coefficient of rolling friction, P r , can be estimated in two different ways [1] [2] . In the first approach [2] , the selection of the coefficient of rolling friction is based on the normalized average contact eccentricity of nonspherical particles, but the DEM result showed that half the rolling friction estimated from the normalized eccentricity is appropriate to capture the similar behavior of the case of non-spherical particles. The second approach [1] , used in this study, defined the coefficient of rolling friction based on the energy dissipation associated with relative rotation between particles in contact. And this calculated coefficient is exactly one half of the value calculated by the first approach. Considering a binary clumped particle and a circular particle with rolling friction roll on a flat surface with a vertical force F n exerted at the center of mass, as shown in Figure 2 . The horizontal force T is applied at the center of mass to roll the particles. The work required to roll the binary clumped particle one round is
Where R 1 is the radius of the constitutive particles of the clumped particle. In the case of circular particle with rolling friction, the work required is
Where R 2 is the radius of the clumped particle. Assuming the work required is equal, the coefficient of rolling friction can be given by
Assuming that clumped particle and circular particle have the same volume, the relationship between R 1 and
For each different clump shape, the equivalent rolling friction is calculated and outlined in Table 1 . Other parameters used in DEM simulations are outlined in Table 2 . 
Testing procedure
Two types of tests, biaxial tests and simple shear test, are conducted to investigate the stress-strain behaviors and non-coaxiality of the two sets of samples. In the biaxial tests, the samples consist of 5792 particles or clumps, and its initial dimension is 180u90 mm. Four frictionless walls are created as the rigid boundaries. The stiffness of the horizontal walls is set to be the same as the particles, and the stiffness of vertical walls is one tenth of the stiffness of particles. The samples are first consolidated isotropically with the confining pressure of 1.0 Mpa and then sheared under the strain rate of 0.02%/min until the axial strain reached 12%. The lateral walls are controlled by a servo-control algorithm to keep the confining pressure constant during shear stage.
In the simple shear tests, the samples consist of 5148 particles or clumps, and its initial dimension is 120u120 mm. The stiffness and friction coefficient of the wall boundaries are the same as the particles. The samples are first subjected to anisotropic consolidation with the vertical normal stress of 1.2 Mpa and horizontal normal stress of 0.8 Mpa. Then the two vertical walls are rotated at a constant angular velocity, Ȧ of 0.02 rad/min about the mid-points of the two walls. The two horizontal walls are translated with a compatible horizontal velocity in opposite directions, and the vertical velocities of the horizontal walls are adjusted using a servo-control algorithm to keep the vertical normal stress constant.
The test continues until the shear strain, J=sin(Ȧt), reached 25%.
DEM results and analysis

Stress-strain characteristics
The curves of shear strength, q=ı 1 -ı 2 , and volumetric strain, H v , versus axial strain, H 1 , obtained from the biaxial tests of the two sets of the samples are plotted in the Figure 3 and 4, respectively. In the case of clumped particles, the volumetric strain curves decline gradually as the relative spacing increases. The corresponding shear strength curves transforms gradually from strain softening to strain hardening. However, in the case of circular particles with rolling resistance, there are no significant differences between the volumetric strain curves for varying rolling frictions, and the corresponding shear strength curves show distinct strain hardening characteristic for all rolling frictions.
In order to compare the effects of rolling resistance and particle shape in more detail, the macro-parameters for the two sets of smaples obtained from Figure 3 and 4 are outlined in Table 3 . The symbol "CP" and "RL" mean the case of clumped particles and circular particles with rolling resistance, respectively. It can be seen that the peak shear strengths, q max , are both increasing with the increasing relative spacing and rolling friction in the two cases, and the values of q max in the case of clumped particles are coincidence with the data in case of rolling resistance basically. The residual shear strength, q res , increases gradually as the shape becomes less circular, whereas it almost keeps constant as rolling friction increases. The elasticity modulus, E, in the case of circular particles with rolling resistance increases with rolling friction and is up to 550 Mpa, which is much higher than that of the clumped particles. The poisson's ratio, Q of the samples of clumped particles decrease with relative spacing, while the evolution of Q in the rolling resistance case is not clear. The values Q of former case is generally higher than the latter case. The peak volumetric contraction, H vmax , increases in the first case, but keeps constant in the latter case, and the dilatancy of the samples of clumped particles is significantly less than that of the circular particles with rolling resistance. as above. The reason of these discrepancies is realatied to the increasing compressibility of samples as the particle shape becomes more elongated, which cannot be reproduced by increasing rolling friction. 
Non-coaxiality
In the simple shear test, the direction of the major principal stress and strain rate will rotate during shearing process. Their orientation angle can be obtained easily by the following [6] tanT For the two sets of the samples, the evolutions of the major principal stress and strain rate directions (inclination to horizontal) are shown in the Figure 5 and 6, respectively. It is noted that the a slower rate in approaching coaxiality is observed in the sample of clumped particles with a large relative spacing. However, the rolling friction has no obvious effect on the noncoaxiality before shear strain reached about 5%. After J=5%, the evolutions of the principal stress directions start to emerge differences, but the regularity is not obvious. Fig. 6 . Evolutions of (a) major principal stress directions, and (b) major principal strain rate directions for circular particles with varying rolling frictions in simple shear tests.
Conclusion
Two sets of samples, composed of binary clumped particles and circular particles with rolling resistance, are tested in DEM simulation. Rolling resistance reproduces well the effect of particle shape on the peak shear strength. However, different macro-properties, such as residual strength, elasticity modulus, poisson's ratio, dilatancy and non-coaxiality, introduced by rolling resistance are observed compared with particle shape. The discrepancies are assumed to be due to the fact that the increasing compressibility of samples, as the particle shape becomes more elongated, cannot be reproduced by increasing rolling friction. 
